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ACCESSORIES

From concept to production, our
innovative team embraces efficient
technology with constant improvement
to give you the best value for your
money.

Wands
Hose
Sandblast
Nozzles

our ﬂexible demand-pull cellular
manufacturing give us a competitive

Tek the obvious choice for you?

Powerful local dealer support network
to make certain you get the maximum
benefit from your investment.

the maximum beneﬁ
investment.

HYDRO
TEK
CLEANING EQUIPMENT MFG.

State of the art, ISO certified, U.S. facility
and our flexible demand-pull cellular
manufacturing gives us a competitive
advantage to customers worldwide.

the maximum beneﬁ
investment.

Innovation

Hydro Loop® Stationary
Wastewater Treatment

Support

Reputation

SMALL DETAILS
BIG DIFFERENCE

Stainless Hose Reels

Efficiency

Assurance

Integrity

HYDRO TEK

Hydro Vacuum® Portable
Water & Flood Recovery

is

Superb fit and finish is achieved by
incorporating laser and other smart
technology. Labor and scrap is thus
reduced to produce stainless equipment
at painted steel prices.

Hydro Twister®
Surface Cleaners

CELEBRATING

Hydro Tek’s Lifetime Warranty on our
SpiraLast™ heating coil. The SpiraLast™
coil is made using a proprietary cold
rolled process.

Our dedication to your safety and
satisfaction ensures that every power
washer reaches a level of performance
and reliability that qualifies to be a Hydro
Tek. (Safety certified to UL1776)
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For over 20 years, Hydro Tek has built our reputation by providing you with the most innovative,
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High Reach Wash Poles

For over three decades, Hydro Tek has built our reputation by providing you with the most innovative,
dependable pressure washer possible. Our purpose is to help more people experience the satisfaction of
making their environment a cleaner place with less work by using pressure washing equipment.

Our dedication to your safety and satisfaction
ensures that every power washer reaches a level
Ourreliability
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Hydro Vacuum®
Mobile Wash Water Reuse
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2353 Almond Avenue
Redlands, CA 92374 USA
800.274.9376
1.909.799.9222
www.hydrotek.us
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of making their environment a cleaner place with less work by using power washing equipment.
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MOBILE WASH SKIDS

SM

Steam/Hot/Cold Water
Diesel Heated – 12v Burner, Gas Engine
The SM Series is your portable choice for
hot water, engine powered cleaning. Don’t let the compact
size fool you; it packs a powerful punch with up to 250°F
wet steam to knock out the grime. The SM Series has
a stainless coil enclosure, stainless panel with operator
controls, and heavy-duty square tubed steel frame in an
open design for quick refueling and oil change access. With
its large airless tires, integrated handles, and balanced
design you can wheel the SM Series, right to where you are
using it, with little effort.

SS

Steam/Hot/Cold Water
Diesel Heated – 12v Burner, Gas Engine
The SS Series offers versatile portability
and high cleaning power when electricity is not
available. Its compact size allows passage through
most commercial doorways, increasing your mobility
and cleaning options. The 12v burner system gives
you continuous hot water at up to 250°F, allowing you
to conquer the toughest cleaning jobs. The SS Series
features stainless steel panels, powder coated ProTect-It frame, and heavy duty components to provide
years of every day use and is suitable for a variety of
mounting options: on a trailer, tank skid, wheels, in a
truck, or as a stationary skid.

Mobile Water Tank Trailer –
Add a Hydro Tek wash skid & trailer accessories
The ProTowWash Trailer Series is designed with
many options to meet the needs of the mobile
cleaning user. This single or tandem axle trailer
with smooth ride torsion suspension allows you to
choose between 200 to 540 gallon water capacities
and is designed to match to your Hydro Tek washer
perfectly. The compact trailer is easy to maneuver,
carries large water volume for working in a variety
of areas without having to hunt for a water supply,
and at the end of the day simply unhook to free
up your tow vehicle. We factory install a variety of
Hydro Tek skids and trailer accessories to meet
your exact requirements. The ProTowWash is
your mobile solution that hooks up quickly and
promotes a professional image of your business.

Hot Water/Electric/Compact

CP

SC

Steam/Hot/Cold Water
Diesel Heated – 115v Burner, Gas Engine
The heavy duty SC Series skid has been the
proven choice of cleaning professionals for more than
25 years because of its low maintenance requirements
and reliability. This self-contained mobile wash skid
is equipped with an on-board 115v generator for the
convenience of running Hydro Vacuum® wash water
recycling accessories while on a remote job site. The
SC Series features stainless steel panels, double wall
stainless insulated heat exchanger, and a rugged
powder coated Pro-Tect-It frame for mounting in a pickup, van, on wheels, or on a trailer.

ELECTRIC PRESSURE WASHERS
HD

ProTowWash®

The SC Series has proven itself time and
time again in commercial and industrial
applications and is ideal for city, park, zoo,
stadium maintenance, graffiti removal, oil field,
heavy equipment cleaning, and professional
contract cleaning.

Cold Water
Diesel Engine
Built for the extreme duty
user, the CP Series is a diesel powered,
cold-water pressure washer that uses
the same technology and industrial
components that we put into our hot
water, diesel skids. These cold water wash
skids have a powder-coated steel frame to
protect the engine, pump, fuel tank, and
other components. Multiple portability
configurations: stationary, portable with
a wheel kit, or truck / trailer / tank skid
mounted will enable you to take the
cleaning power directly to the wash site.

Steam/Hot/Cold Water
Diesel Heated, Electric Motor
115, 208, 230 volt
Your need for portability and high power
are matched by the reliable and easy to
use HD Series pressure steamer. You can
easily move it to various cleaning sites with
its double lift handles and four wheels. The
HD Series features rustproof stainless steel
frame, handles, panels and coil protection.
The adjustable chemical valve, temperature
control with steam setting and multiple
nozzles deliver better cleaning in an array of
applications. The efficient heat exchanger
with stainless enclosure is designed to
use less fuel, up to 8 hours of use before
refueling.

The HD Series provides value long
into the future and is ideal for farm
and facility maintenance, auto
detailing, sanitizing, degreasing,
and much more.

HP

Steam/Hot/Cold Water
Diesel Heated, Electric Motor
208, 230, 460 volt
The HP Series applies an exceptional heat
rise to its high water output to increase
your cleaning speed. It also produces wet
steam at full output pressure to tackle
your toughest cleaning applications. The
convenience of auto on/off, soap injection,
and adjustable pressure give you complete
control at the spray gun to save time,
electricity, and pump wear. The rustproof
all stainless construction and dependable
design give you years of trouble free
service, even when used every day.

Customize with your choice of hot or cold water wash skid, water tank capacity, and
washing accessory options

The stainless HP outlasts other pressure
steamers and will prove its ability to clean
faster on heavy equipment, greasy floors,
dirty walls, oily steel, or any grime-ridden
surface. An invaluable piece of cleaning
equipment preferred by institutions,
facilities, restaurants & maintenance
yards – anywhere electrical power is
available or preferred and grease and
grime needs cleaning.

Hot Water/Electric/Premium

CP

SCX

Steam/Hot/Cold Water
Diesel Heated – 12v Burner, Diesel Engine
The SCX Series wash skid has extra features,
heavy duty components, and is designed for the extreme duty
user. With a large, open design frame, you will have extra
fuel capacity, integrated lifting / tie down points, and fourway forklift access. High efficiency, 12v burner systems and
large heating coils supply hot water up to 250°F for effective
grease and grime removal. The large, extreme duty diesel
engines paired with heavy duty pumps are a proven choice
where dependability and running multiple shifts are required.

Larger models are equipped with our
exclusive “AF2” adjustable flow two-gun
system. The full pressure is balanced
between two operators washing at the same
time or water flow can be reduced up to 50%
when supply is limited.

Cold Water
Gas Engine
The CP Series is a rugged
cold water skid built to tackle tough
jobs. A heavy gauge powder coated
steel frame protects vital components;
allowing you to take it, worry free,
through the roughest terrain. The
industrial engine allows you the flexibility
of providing cleaning power out in the
field cleaning equipment or for use at a
facility. Low RPM belt drive pump, runs
cooler and quieter and is ideal for use
when drawing water from a bulk tank.
Flexible mounting options, you choose
your level of portability: on a trailer or
tank skid, on wheels, or stationary.

HN

Steam/Hot/Cold Water
Stationary, Multi-fuel Heated,
Electric Motor 208,230,460 volt
The HN Series is a stationary pressure
washer that can be heated by diesel,
natural gas or L.P. Choose natural gas
or liquid propane if clean burning fuel is
preferred. The low speed belt driven
pump system is built for reliability along
with other standard features such as full
pressure soap injection and automatic
ignition burner. Many features available
that vary by model include bypass cool
for pump protection, automatic shutdown to
conserve energy, hour meter, wall mount remote,
and even stainless frame options.

The HN has proven itself in truck
washes, fleet management,
factories, processing plants,
mining operations and institutions.

Did you know that we offer parts & accessories to maintain
your high pressure washer?
Our stock includes: pumps, guns, hoses, nozzles, injectors,
fittings, float valves, fuel tanks, filters, burner parts, pulleys,
belts and more.
For more information, visit www.HydroTek.us.

